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Abstract
Homeostasis is a vital mode of biological self-regulation. The hallmarks of homeostasis for any biological system
are a baseline set point of physiological activity, detection of unacceptable deviations from the set point, and
effective corrective measures to counteract deviations. Homeostatic synaptic plasticity (HSP) is a form of
neuroplasticity in which neurons and circuits resist environmental perturbations and stabilize levels of activity.
One assumption is that if a perturbation triggers homeostatic corrective changes in neuronal properties, those
corrective measures should be reversed upon removal of the perturbation. We test the reversibility and limits of
HSP at the well-studied Drosophila melanogaster neuromuscular junction (NMJ). At the Drosophila NMJ,
impairment of glutamate receptors causes a decrease in quantal size, which is offset by a corrective, homeostatic
increase in the number of vesicles released per evoked presynaptic stimulus, or quantal content. This process has
been termed presynaptic homeostatic potentiation (PHP). Taking advantage of the GAL4/GAL80TS/UAS expres-
sion system, we triggered PHP by expressing a dominant-negative glutamate receptor subunit at the NMJ. We
then reversed PHP by halting expression of the dominant-negative receptor. Our data show that PHP is fully
reversible over a time course of 48–72 h after the dominant-negative glutamate receptor stops being genetically
expressed. As an extension of these experiments, we find that when glutamate receptors are impaired, neither
PHP nor NMJ growth is reliably sustained at high culturing temperatures (30–32°C). These data suggest that a
limitation of homeostatic signaling at high temperatures could stem from the synapse facing a combination of
challenges simultaneously.
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Significance Statement

Biological homeostatic systems must upregulate or downregulate cellular parameters to maintain appro-
priate set points of physiologic activity. Homeostasis is a well-documented mode of regulation in metazoan
nervous systems. True homeostatic control should be a reversible process. Because of technical difficulties
of presenting and removing functional challenges to living synapses, the reversibility of homeostatic forms
of synapse regulation has not been rigorously examined in vivo over extended developmental time. Here we
formally demonstrate that a form of long-term homeostatic regulation of Drosophila melanogaster neuro-
muscular synapse function is reversible and temperature labile. This is significant because developing
methods to study how homeostatic regulatory systems are turned on and off could lead to fundamental new
insights about control of synaptic output.
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Introduction
Homeostasis is a strong form of biological regulation. It

permits individual cells or entire systems of cells to main-
tain core physiologic properties that are compatible with
life. In the nervous system, decades of study have shown
that while synapses and circuits are inherently plastic,
they also possess robust homeostatic regulatory systems
to maintain physiologic stability. Homeostatic plasticity
in the nervous system is a non-Hebbian strategy to coun-
teract challenges to neuronal function that may threaten
to disrupt essential neuronal and circuit activities (Turri-
giano, 2017). Depending on the synaptic preparation ex-
amined and the environmental challenge presented to the
synapse, homeostatic responses may be executed via
compensatory adjustments to presynaptic neurotransmit-
ter release (Cull-Candy et al. 1980; Petersen et al. 1997;
Murthy et al. 2001; Thiagarajan et al. 2005; Frank et al.
2006; Davis and Müller, 2015), postsynaptic neurotrans-
mitter receptor composition (O’Brien et al. 1998; Turri-
giano et al. 1998; Rongo and Kaplan, 1999; Turrigiano,
2008), neuronal excitability (Marder and Prinz, 2002;
Marder and Goaillard, 2006; Marder and Bucher, 2007;
Bergquist et al. 2010; Parrish et al. 2014), or even devel-
opmentally, via changes in synaptic contact formation
and maintenance (Davis and Goodman, 1998; Burrone
et al. 2002; Wefelmeyer et al. 2016).

Bidirectionality has been documented in several ho-
meostatic systems, perhaps most prominently in the case
of synaptic scaling of neurotransmitter receptors. For ver-
tebrate neuronal culture preparations—such as cortical
neurons or spinal neurons—global silencing of network
firing can induce increases in excitatory properties, such
as increased AMPA-type glutamate receptor accumula-
tion; by contrast, global enhancement of activity can in-
duce the opposite type of response (O’Brien et al. 1998;
Turrigiano et al. 1998; Wierenga et al. 2005; Turrigiano,
2008). Bidirectionality is also a key feature underlying
homeostatic alterations of neurotransmitter release at pe-

ripheral synapses such as the neuromuscular junction
(NMJ). At the NMJs of Drosophila melanogaster and
mammals, impairing neurotransmitter receptor function
postsynaptically results in diminished sensitivity to single
vesicles of transmitter. Electrophysiologically, this mani-
fests as decreased quantal size. NMJs respond to this
challenge by enhancing neurotransmitter vesicle release
(Cull-Candy et al. 1980; Plomp et al. 1992, 1995; Petersen
et al. 1997; Davis et al. 1998; Frank et al. 2009). By
contrast, perturbations that enhance quantal size—for
example, overexpression of a vesicular neurotransmitter
transporter in Drosophila—can result in decreased quan-
tal content (Daniels et al. 2004; Gaviño et al. 2015).

Synapses and circuits possess myriad solutions to
assume appropriate functional outputs in the face of
perturbations (Marder and Prinz, 2002; Marder and
Goaillard, 2006). Therefore, a corollary to bidirectional
regulation is that homeostatic forms of regulation should
also be reversible. There are experimental difficulties of
presenting and removing a synaptic challenge in the
context of a living synapse, so homeostatic reversibility
has not been rigorously studied in an in vivo system or
over extended periods of developmental time. Under-
standing how homeostatic regulatory systems are revers-
ibly turned on and off could have profound implications
for elucidating fundamental properties of circuit regula-
tion.

Here we exploit the Drosophila NMJ as a living synapse
to test homeostatic reversibility. At the Drosophila NMJ, a
canonical way to challenge synapse function is through
glutamate receptor impairment (Frank, 2014), either geneti-
cally (Petersen et al. 1997) or pharmacologically (Frank et al.
2006). Impairments of muscle glutamate receptor function
decrease quantal size. Decreased quantal size spurs
muscle-to-nerve signaling that ultimately results in a ho-
meostatic increase in presynaptic vesicle release, a pro-
cess that has been termed presynaptic homeostatic
potentiation (PHP). The most widely used experimental
homeostatic challenges to Drosophila NMJ function are
not easily reversed. These challenges include genetic dele-
tion of the glutamate receptor subunit GluRIIA (Petersen
et al. 1997) and the mostly irreversible pharmacological
inhibition of glutamate receptors with Philanthotoxin-433
(PhTox; Frank et al. 2006).

For this study, we engineered a way to challenge NMJ
function in vivo for significant periods of time, verify the
effectiveness of the challenge at a defined developmental
time point, remove the challenge, and then assess the
homeostatic capacity of the NMJ at a later developmental
time point. By using the temporal and regional gene
expression targeting (TARGET) GAL4/GAL80TS/UAS ex-
pression system (McGuire et al. 2003) to temporally control
the expression of a dominant-negative GluRIIA receptor
subunit (DiAntonio et al. 1999), we found that homeostatic
potentiation of neurotransmitter release is fully reversible.
In the course of conducting our studies, we also uncov-
ered a high temperature limitation of homeostatic poten-
tiation at the NMJ.
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Materials and Methods
Drosophila stocks and husbandry

Fruit fly stocks were obtained from either the Bloom-
ington Drosophila Stock Center (BDSC) or the labs that
generated them. w1118 was used as a wild-type (WT)
control (Hazelrigg et al. 1984). The GluRIIASP16 deletion
was used as a genetic loss-of-function (Petersen et al.
1997). Transgenes included the UAS-driven dominant-
negative glutamate receptor subunit, UAS-GluRIIAM614R

(DiAntonio et al. 1999), and a ubiquitous TubulinPromoter-
Gal80TS (TubP-Gal80TS; McGuire et al. 2003). Muscle-
specific GAL4 drivers included MHC-Gal4 (Schuster et al.
1996a, b) and BG57-Gal4 (also commonly known as C57-
Gal4; Budnik et al. 1996). For reversibility experiments, the
full genotypes for the crosses were w1118; CyO-GFP/UAS-
GluRIIAM614R; TM6b(Tb)/TubP-Gal80TS males � w1118;;
TM6b(Tb)/MHC-Gal4 or BG57-Gal4 virgin females. Non-
tubby, non-GFP larvae were selected for recording. In
control recordings, we found no discernable differences
between male and female third-instar electrophysiology,
but for reversibility experiments (Figs. 4–6), single sexes
of larvae were chosen to eliminate sex as a possible
confounding variable.

Fruit flies were raised on cornmeal, molasses, and yeast
medium (see BDSC website for standard recipe) in
temperature-controlled conditions. For most experiments,
animals were reared at the temperatures noted (including
temperature shifts) until they reached the wandering third
instar larval stage, at which point they were chosen for
electrophysiological recording. For experiments in Figs. 3
and 4, mated animals were placed at either 21°C, 25°C, or
29°C and allowed to lay eggs for 6–8 h. Stage- and
size-matched early third instar larvae (�48–54 h after egg
laying) were subjected to electrophysiological recording
(Fig. 3) or temperature swaps (Figs. 4–6), as indicated.

Electrophysiology and analysis
For Figs. 1, 2, and 4–7, wandering third instar larvae

were filleted for electrophysiological recordings. For Fig.
3, early third instar larvae were used. In both cases, sharp
electrode electrophysiological recordings were taken
from muscle 6 of abdominal segments 2 and 3. Briefly,
larvae were dissected in a modified HL3 saline comprising
NaCl (70 mM), KCl (5 mM), MgCl2 (10 mM), NaHCO3 (10
mM), sucrose (115 mM � 3.9%), trehalose (4.2 mM �
0.16%), Hepes (5.0 mM � 0.12%), and CaCl2 (0.5 mM).
Electrophysiological data were collected using an Axo-
patch 200B amplifier (Molecular Devices) in bridge mode,
digitized using a Digidata 1440A data acquisition system
(Molecular Devices), and recorded with pCLAMP 10 ac-
quisition software (Molecular Devices). Spontaneous min-
iature excitatory postsynaptic potential (mEPSP) data
were acquired at a sampling rate of 10,000 Hz (one sam-
ple/100 �s). The low-pass and high-pass settings were 5
kHz and 1 Hz, respectively. A Master-8 pulse stimulator
(A.M.P. Instruments) and an ISO-Flex isolation unit (A.M.P.
Instruments) were used to deliver 1-ms suprathreshold
stimuli to the appropriate segmental nerve. The average
mEPSP amplitude per NMJ was quantified (MiniAnalysis,
Synaptosoft), �100–200 individual spontaneous release

events per NMJ. The noise level for each individual
mEPSP event was captured in the same analysis. From this
number (noise could be positive or negative when captured
by the software), a positive |noise| value was assigned to
each mEPSP and averaged across all mEPSPs for a given
NMJ. This allowed calculation of both mEPSP noise and
mEPSP signal:noise ratios (Table 1). In the case that the
mEPSP frequency was extremely low (usually for expression
of the dominant-negative glutamate receptor subunit), sev-
eral minutes of spontaneous recording were done, and all
events were measured. Measurements from all NMJs of a
given condition were then averaged. For evoked neurotrans-
mission, 30 excitatory postsynaptic potentials (EPSPs) were
averaged to find a value for each NMJ. These were then
averaged to calculate a value for each condition. Quantal
content (QC) was calculated by the ratio of average EPSP
and average mEPSP amplitudes for each individual NMJ. An
average QC was then calculated for each condition.

NMJ immunostaining
Wandering third instar larvae were selected and filleted.

Dissected animals were fixed for 4 min in Bouin’s fixative
(Ricca Chemical Company), washed using standard pro-
cedures, and incubated in primary antibodies at room
temperature for 2 h. This was followed by additional
washes and another 2-h incubation in secondary antibody
at room temperature. Bouton staining was performed to
assess NMJ growth by using the following primary anti-
bodies: mouse anti-Synapsin (anti-Syn; 3C11) 1:50 (De-
velopmental Studies Hybridoma Bank) and rabbit anti-Dlg
1:15,000 (Budnik et al. 1996). The following fluorophore-
conjugated secondary antibodies were also used (Jack-
son ImmunoResearch Laboratories): goat anti–mouse 488
1:1000 (DyLight) and goat anti–rabbit 549 1:2000 (Dy-
Light). Larval preparations were mounted in Vectashield
(Vector Laboratories) and imaged at room temperature
using Zen software on a Zeiss 700 LSM mounted on an
Axio Observer.Z1 with an EC Plan-Neofluar 40� Oil DIC
Objective (aperture 1.30) or an EC Plan-Apochromat 63�
Oil DIC Objective (aperture 1.40; Zeiss). Experimental and
control larval preps were imaged using identical acquisi-
tion settings, and analyzed using the same procedure and
thresholds. Images were prepared for publication in
Adobe Photoshop using identical procedures for experi-
mental and control images. Anti-Dlg bouton counts were
done by hand in a blinded fashion to quantify synapse
growth. For each anti-Dlg–positive bouton counted in
muscle, it was verified that there was a corresponding
cluster of anti-Syn staining in neurons.

Statistical analyses
Statistical analyses were conducted using GraphPad

Prism software. For normally distributed data, statistical
significance was assessed by either Student’s t test,
when one experimental data set was being directly com-
pared to a control data set, or one-way ANOVA with
Tukey’s post hoc test when multiple data sets were being
compared. Specific p value ranges are noted in the figure
legends and shown in graphs as �p � 0.05; ��p � 0.01;
and ���p � 0.001. For some comparisons that potentially
trend toward p � 0.05 statistical significance but do not
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Figure 1. Postsynaptic expression of GluRIIAM/R causes a decrease in mEPSP size and a homeostatic increase in quantal content.
A, Electrophysiological profiles comparing WT (w1118) NMJs to NMJs expressing driver alone (w;; MHC-Gal4/�) and NMJs with
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achieve it (0.05 � p � 0.1), specific values are reported on
the graph itself. mEPSP size frequency distributions were
analyzed by Kruskal-Wallis test (Fig. 2, comparing three
conditions) and Mann-Whitney test (Fig. 3, comparing two
conditions) and plotted as cumulative histograms and as
box-and-whisker plots. To assess correlations between
incubation temperature recovery times and electrophysi-

ological parameters (Fig. 5), nonlinear best-fit curves were
generated using quadratic equations. These curves were
graphed on top of the raw data, with R2 values for the
curves reported in the Fig. 5 legend. Most values reported
in Table 1 or plotted on bar graphs are mean � SEM. For
box-and-whisker plots, cumulative data are plotted in a
box denoting 25th–75th percentiles (bar denotes medi-

continued
postsynaptic expression of a dominant-negative transgene UAS-GluRIIAM/R (w; UAS-GluRIIAM/R/�; MHC-Gal4/�). Animals were
reared at 25°C. Driver controls showed a significant decrease in mEPSP amplitude (���p � 0.001) and increase in quantal content
(�p � 0.05) compared to WT. mEPSP amplitude in the dominant-negative was even more markedly decreased compared to WT
(���p � 0.001). Quantal content (QC) was significantly increased for the dominant-negative NMJs (���p � 0.001), revealing a
homeostatic system that maintains EPSP amplitude at control levels. B, The same genotypes as in A, raised at 29°C. Driver controls
showed a baseline decrease in mEPSP amplitude (���p � 0.001) and an increase in quantal content (��p � 0.01). mEPSP amplitude
was significantly decreased in the dominant-negative (���p � 0.001) compared to WT. EPSP amplitude was also decreased in the
dominant-negative compared to WT (���p � 0.001), with QC significantly increased (���p � 0.001) but not enough to completely
offset the decrease in quantal size. C, Raw value comparisons of the recordings normalized in A and B. mEPSP amplitude, mEPSP
frequency, EPSP amplitude, and QC were compared for all six conditions. In addition to the observations above, WT at 29°C had
decreased mEPSP amplitude (�p � 0.05) and mEPSP frequency (���p � 0.001) compared to WT at 25°C. There was no difference
in quantal content between the two WT conditions (p � 0.38). mEPSP amplitude was decreased in the dominant-negatives compared
to driver controls at 25°C (���p � 0.001) and 29°C (��p � 0.01). At 25°C, the dominant-negative showed a marked decrease in mEPSP
frequency compared to WT at the same temperature (���p � 0.001). The dominant-negative at 29°C also showed a significant
decrease in mEPSP frequency compared to WT at 29°C (��p � 0.01). Dominant-negative animals also showed significant decreases
in mEPSP frequency compared to driver controls at their respective temperatures (���p � 0.001). QC was significantly increased in
dominant-negative animals compared to driver controls at 25°C (���p � 0.001). D, Electrophysiological traces. Scale bars for EPSPs
(and mEPSPs) are 5 mV (1 mV) and 50 ms (1000 ms). All statistical comparisons done by one-way ANOVA with Tukey’s post hoc,
collectively comparing the six total conditions.

Figure 2. mEPSP amplitude distribution is leftward-shifted for muscle GAL4 driver controls and dominant-negative NMJs. A,
Cumulative frequency distributions plotting mEPSP values for WT, w;; MHC-Gal4/�, and w; UAS-GluRIIAM/R/�; MHC-GAL4/� NMJs
at 25°C. B, Box-and-whisker plots of mEPSP amplitude for the same genotypes. Driver controls and dominant-negatives both
showed significantly diminished mEPSP distribution profiles compared to WT (���p � 0.001, Kruskal-Wallis test). C, Cumulative
frequency distribution comparing mEPSP values for WT, w;; MHC-Gal4/�, and w; UAS-GluRIIAM/R/�; MHC-GAL4/� at 29°C. D,
Box-and-whisker plots of mEPSP amplitude for the same genotypes. Driver controls and dominant-negatives both show significantly
diminished mEPSP distribution profiles compared to WT (���p � 0.001, Kruskal-Wallis test).
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an; � denotes mean) and whiskers spanning 1st–99th
percentiles, and individual extreme data points �1st or
�99th percentile are plotted. See Table 2 for summary
detail.

Results
Homeostatic potentiation using a dominant-negative
glutamate receptor subunit

A prior study described a transgene encoding a
dominant-negative GluRIIA subunit, UAS-GluRIIAM614R

(herein termed GluRIIAM/R or dominant-negative; DiAnto-
nio et al. 1999). The GluRIIA M614R amino acid substitu-
tion resides in the ion conduction pore of the GluRIIA
subunit, and it cripples channel function (DiAntonio et al.
1999). Transgenic expression of UAS-GluRIIAM/R in mus-
cles renders a strong homeostatic challenge (markedly
diminished quantal size) and an equally strong compen-
satory response (increase in quantal content). The prior
report demonstrated that evoked amplitudes remain nor-
mal as a result of this compensation, presently termed
presynaptic homeostatic potentiation (PHP; DiAntonio
et al. 1999).

We acquired the dominant-negative transgenic line to
test homeostatic reversibility. First, we replicated the pub-
lished experiments, raising fruit fly larvae at temperatures

compatible with the TARGET system that we planned to
use to test reversibility (McGuire et al. 2003). We tested
25°C (a common culturing temperature) and 29°C (a tem-
perature at which the GAL80TS protein ceases to inhibit
GAL4). We drove UAS-GluRIIAM/R expression with MHC-
Gal4, which turns on in first-instar larval muscles (Schus-
ter et al. 1996a, b). We recorded from NMJs of WT, GAL4
driver control, and dominant-negative wandering third in-
star larvae.

For animals reared at 25°C, WT NMJ electrophysiology
was robust and consistent with values canonically re-
ported for WT at this synapse (Fig. 1A, C, D; Table 1 for
raw electrophysiological data). For heterozygous MHC-
Gal4/� driver control NMJs (“MHC-Gal4” on figures), we
noted a small decrease in quantal size compared to WT
(Figs. 1A, C, D). This quantal size decrease was consistent
across the entire distribution of the spontaneous minia-
ture excitatory postsynaptic potential (mEPSP) sample
(Figs. 2A, B). Driver controls had a fully offsetting increase
in QC, keeping evoked potentials robust (Figs. 1A, C;
Table 1).

Muscle-specific expression of the UAS-GluRIIAM/R

dominant-negative transgene at 25°C caused a stark di-
minishment of quantal size and frequency compared to
controls, evident from a small average mEPSP amplitude

Figure 3. Animals expressing GluRIIAM/R show homeostatic compensation early in development. A, w; GluRIIAM/R/�; MHC-GAL4/
GAL80TS animals were reared at 25°C or 29°C, and recordings were performed on early third instar larvae. The animals reared at 29°C
had a marked decrease in average mEPSP amplitude compared to animals reared at 25°C (���p � 0.001, Student’s t test), as well
as a decrease in mEPSP frequency (p � 0.001, see Table 1). EPSP amplitude was decreased at 29°C (��p � 0.01), but there was a
significant increase in QC at 29°C (���p � 0.001). B, Representative electrophysiological traces. Scale bars for EPSPs (and mEPSPs)
are 5 mV (1 mV) and 50 ms (1000 ms). C, Cumulative frequency distribution comparing mEPSP values for the 25°C versus 29°C
conditions. D, Box-and-whisker plots of mEPSP amplitude for the same genotypes. The 29°C condition showed a significantly
diminished mEPSP distribution profile compared to 25°C (���p � 0.001, Mann-Whitney test).
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and decreased mEPSP amplitudes across the entire dis-
tribution (Figs. 1A, C, and 2A, B; Table 1). Despite de-
creased quantal size, there was no diminishment in the
average evoked excitatory postsynaptic potential (EPSP)
amplitude for dominant-negative NMJs (Figs. 1A, C, D;
Table 1)—again, because of a fully offsetting homeostatic
increase in QC (Figs. 1A, C; Table 1). In sum, our record-
ings at 25°C agreed with the prior finding for the
dominant-negative transgene (DiAntonio et al. 1999): full
PHP.

For animals raised at 29°C, we garnered similar results
as at 25°C, noting a few differences. At 29°C, WT NMJs
had slightly smaller mEPSP quantal amplitude and fre-
quency than 25°C WT NMJs (Fig. 1A–D; Table 1). This
finding was consistent with a prior report measuring NMJ
physiology at elevated temperatures (Ueda and Wu,
2015). WT EPSP amplitudes and QC at 29°C were nev-
ertheless robust, similar to the values garnered at 25°C
(Fig. 1A–D; Table 1). MHC-Gal4/� driver controls at 29°C
showed slightly diminished average mEPSP amplitudes, a
diminishment that persisted across the entire distribution
of events (Figs. 1B, C, and 2C, D). MHC-Gal4/� driver

controls at 29°C maintained normal evoked potentials
because of homeostatically increased QC (Fig. 1B–D).

By contrast, UAS-GluRIIAM/R-expressing NMJs from
29°C showed a profound decrease in mEPSP size, a
partially compensatory increase in QC compared to WT,
and markedly reduced quantal frequency compared to
WT (Figs. 1B, C, and 2C, D). Although QC was signifi-
cantly increased in dominant-negative NMJs compared to
WT, it did not increase enough to bring average dominant-
negative EPSP amplitudes at 29°C fully back to WT or
MHC-Gal4/� control levels (Fig. 1B–D).

The diminished mEPSP frequency for dominant-
negative-expressing NMJs (Fig. 1C) is an interesting phe-
notype; it mirrors numerous cases at the Drosophila NMJ
in which there is greatly diminished glutamate receptor
subunit expression or function (Featherstone et al. 2005;
Daniels et al. 2006; Kim et al. 2012, 2015; Brusich et al.
2015; Ramos et al. 2015). Given the very low observed
mEPSP frequencies for dominant-negative NMJs, one
potential concern was a severe underestimation of QC in
these recordings due to unobserved mEPSP events that
could have been lost in the noise of the recordings. In

Table 1. Raw electrophysiological data

Genotype Condition mEPSP (mV)
mEPSP noise
(�V)

mEPSP/noise
ratio

mEPSP
frequency
(Hz) EPSP (mV) QC

IR
(M	) RMP (mV) n Figure

w1118 (WT) 25°C 0.85 � 0.04 16.5 � 1.8 57.3 � 5.7 3.5 � 0.3 32.0 � 1.2 38.5 � 1.7 6.4 � 0.6 –64.6 � 1.1 13 1, 2
w;; MHC-Gal4/� 25°C 0.65 � 0.03 23.3 � 1.2 28.2 � 1.3 4.3 � 0.5 33.6 � 1.8 52.1 � 1.8 4.8 � 0.2 –66.1 � 1.2 13 1, 2

UAS-GluRIIAM614R/�; MHC-Gal4/� 25°C 0.44 � 0.02 13.8 � 0.5 32.2 � 1.7 0.6 � 0.1 35.0 � 1.8 80.3 � 4.1 5.8 � 0.5 –69.1 � 1.2 11 1, 2

w1118 29°C 0.72 � 0.03 16.7 � 0.7 43.6 � 2.2 1.8 � 0.2 32.9 � 1.2 46.4 � 2.2 6.2 � 0.5 –64.4 � 0.9 14 1, 2

w;; MHC-Gal4/� 29°C 0.52 � 0.02 21.8 � 0.7 24.1 � 1.0 2.4 � 0.1 31.7 � 1.3 61.2 � 2.4 5.3 � 0.4 –66.5 � 1.0 12 1, 2

UAS-GluRIIAM614R/�; MHC-Gal4/� 29°C 0.35 � 0.02 13.8 � 0.9 26.4 � 2.3 0.2 � 0.0 23.3 � 1.2 68.9 � 5.7 5.2 � 0.2 –65.0 � 1.1 10 1, 2

UAS-GluRIIAM614R/�; MHC-Gal4/Gal80TS Early third instar; 25°C 1.27 � 0.1 26.6 � 3.1 53.4 � 7.3 2.0 � 0.3 33.2 � 2.1 27.4 � 2.4 9.5 � 0.8 –64.7 � 2.0 10 3

UAS-GluRIIAM614R/�; MHC-Gal4/Gal80TS Early third instar; 29°C 0.60 � 0.05 18.7 � 1.9 32.8 � 1.2 0.4 � 0.1 25.1 � 1.4 43.1 � 2.6 13.6 � 0.9 –63.0 � 0.8 10 3

UAS-GluRIIAM614R/�; MHC-Gal4/Gal80TS 21°C 0.83 � 0.03 5.1 � 0.5 33.3 � 1.9 40.7 � 2.4 5.6 � 0.4 –66.3 � 0.8 14 4, 5

UAS-GluRIIAM614R/�; MHC-Gal4/Gal80TS 29°C 0.42 � 0.02 0.4 � 0.1 25.6 � 2.1 62.5 � 4.8 6.0 � 0.3 –66.8 � 1.1 15 4, 5

UAS-GluRIIAM614R/�; MHC-Gal4/Gal80TS 1-d recovery at 21°C 0.39 � 0.02 0.6 � 0.1 24.1 � 1.4 63.1 � 5.0 5.3 � 0.3 –66.0 � 1.1 9 4, 5

UAS-GluRIIAM614R/�; MHC-Gal4/Gal80TS 2-d recovery at 21°C 0.69 � 0.02 3.4 � 0.3 37.8 � 1.2 55.4 � 1.9 5.3 � 0.3 –67.7 � 0.7 10 4, 5

UAS-GluRIIAM614R/�; MHC-Gal4/Gal80TS 3-d recovery at 21°C 0.80 � 0.04 5.6 � 0.4 35.3 � 1.5 44.7 � 1.7 5.5 � 0.2 –68.4 � 0.9 11 4, 5

UAS-GluRIIAM614R/�; BG57-Gal4/Gal80TS 25°C 0.79 � 0.04 2.4 � 0.7 31.1 � 1.6 39.5 � 1.9 5.3 � 0.4 –68.4 � 1.1 13 6

UAS-GluRIIAM614R/�; BG57-Gal4/Gal80TS 28.5°C 0.62 � 0.05 0.6 � 0.1 31.5 � 1.3 53.6 � 3.6 7.2 � 0.4 –67.0 � 1.3 13 6

UAS-GluRIIAM614R/�; BG57-Gal4/Gal80TS 2-d recovery at 25°C 0.79 � 0.03 1.4 � 0.2 31.3 � 1.4 39.9 � 1.8 6.3 � 0.3 –66.7 � 1.1 14 6

w1118 30°C 0.78 � 0.04 2.4 � 0.2 33.1 � 1.4 42.9 � 1.9 6.8 � 0.3 –66.2 � 0.8 15 7

w; GluRIIASP16 30°C 0.32 � 0.02 0.8 � 0.1 21.9 � 2.2 67.4 � 6.8 6.0 � 0.4 –63.0 � 0.5 15 7

MHC-Gal4/� 30°C 0.47 � 0.02 1.1 � 0.1 28.9 � 0.6 64.3 � 3.6 4.9 � 0.2 –63.9 � 0.9 15 7

UAS-GluRIIAM614R/�; MHC-Gal4/� 30°C 0.33 � 0.01 0.2 � 0.0 15.4 � 1.1 47.0 � 2.8 5.3 � 0.2 –64.4 � 0.9 13 7

w;; BG57-Gal4/� 30°C 0.51 � 0.03 0.6 � 0.1 31.3 � 1.4 63.9 � 4.5 6.6 � 0.3 –70.2 � 1.4 12 7

UAS-GluRIIAM614R/�; BG57-Gal4/� 30°C 0.35 � 0.03 0.8 � 0.7 13.5 � 1.3 39.1 � 3.4 6.1 � 0.5 –65.5 � 1.6 9 7

w1118 31°C 0.71 � 0.03 2.4 � 0.2 36.9 � 1.6 53.6 � 3.0 2.0 � 0.2 –68.1 � 1.5 14 7

w; GluRIIASP16 31°C 0.36 � 0.02 1.1 � 0.2 25.8 � 1.5 74.4 � 5.4 4.2 � 0.9 –66.6 � 1.3 13 7

w1118 32°C 0.47 � 0.01 2.4 � 1.1 30.7 � 1.9 64.8 � 4.1 2.0 � 0.4 –63.7 � 0.9 13 7

w; GluRIIASP16 32°C 0.37 � 0.03 1.4 � 0.9 21.0 � 2.2 56.1 � 4.4 5.6 � 0.3 –65.0 � 0.8 10 7

Full genotypes and rearing conditions for electrophysiological data presented in the study. Average values � SEM are presented for each parameter; n, num-
ber of NMJs recorded. Values include mEPSP amplitude, noise, amplitude to noise ratio, and frequency; EPSP amplitude; quantal content (QC); muscle input
resistance (IR); and resting membrane potential (RMP).

Table 2. Statistical analysis

Data structure Type of test or value reported Confidence intervals
Normal distribution Student’s t test (Figs. 3, 7, 8) �p � 0.05, ��p � 0.01, ���p � 0.001
Normal distribution One-way ANOVA with Tukey’s post hoc (Figs. 1, 2, 4, 6, 7, 8) �p � 0.05, ��p � 0.01, ���p � 0.001
Cumulative distribution Kruskal-Wallis test (Fig. 2: three data sets) ���p � 0.001
Cumulative distribution Mann-Whitney test (Fig. 3: two data sets) ���p � 0.001
Nonlinear best-fit curve R2 (Fig. 5) Not applicable
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theory, such lost events could confound analyses of ho-
meostatic compensation. We calculated the average
noise for mEPSP recordings from every genotype, as well
as an mEPSP size/mEPSP noise ratio (Table 1). Noise
varied slightly from genotype to genotype, but it was
vanishingly small for each one (�0.02 mV/mEPSP for
each; Table 1). This small noise yielded very large mEPSP/
noise ratios for all genotypes (Table 1). Those ratios did
vary because of different average quantal sizes between
the genotypes; as a result, the ratio was a little smaller for
dominant-negative NMJs than for WT controls (Table 1). Im-
portantly, however, dominant-negative GluRIIAM/R-expre-
ssing NMJs showed similar values by these noise measures
at 25°C versus 29°C (Table 1). This indicated that record-
ing noise was not a factor in determining full versus partial
homeostatic compensation between the 25°C and 29°C
conditions.

Early third instar larvae express homeostatic
plasticity

Our initial experiments showed that it is possible to
observe increases in QC for UAS-GluRIIAM/R-expressing
animals compared to WT, when raising flies at either 25°C
or 29°C. We sought to test homeostatic reversibility. The
TARGET system augments GAL4/UAS expression, add-
ing a ubiquitously expressed TubulinP-Gal80TS GAL4 in-
hibitor transgene (McGuire et al. 2003). We added this
GAL80TS expression feature to the MHC-Gal4 �� UAS-
GluRIIAM/R genetic background. The temperature sensi-
tivity of the GAL80TS protein permits tight control over
when GAL4-responsive transgenes are expressed (McGuire
et al. 2003). We predicted that the dominant-negative trans-
gene should be repressed by GAL80TS at low tempera-
tures; conversely, UAS-GluRIIAM/R should be actively
expressed when GAL80TS is inactive (�29°C or higher;
McGuire et al. 2003). To study the reversibility of PHP,
animals could be reared at high temperature and then
swapped to a lower temperature at an appropriate devel-
opmental time point.

An ideal temperature swap point would be late enough
to detect PHP but early enough to allow recovery time
after cessation of the dominant-negative UAS-GluRIIAM/R

expression. We crossed UAS-GluRIIAM/R; TubP-Gal80TS

� MHC-Gal4 stocks. Mated animals were transferred
to 25°C or 29°C for egg laying and subsequent larval
development. We selected early third instar progeny for
electrophysiological recording. At temperature ranges of
25°C–29°C, early third instar larvae develop roughly
48–60 h after egg-laying. We staged these small animals
unambiguously by examining their posterior spiracles for
an orange-colored tip.

For animals raised entirely at 25°C, early third instar
NMJ mEPSP size was large—significantly larger than one
would observe for third instar larvae (Fig. 3A, B; Table 1;
compare with Fig. 1). This was expected because small
muscles have a significantly greater input resistance and
enhanced quantal size (Lnenicka and Mellon, 1983a, b;
Davis and Bezprozvanny, 2001; Table 1). Nevertheless,
early third instar larval NMJs raised at 25°C showed nor-
mal evoked amplitudes, consistent with a stable level of

evoked muscle excitation throughout development (Fig.
3A, B; Table 1; compare with Fig. 1).

We expected that genotypically equivalent early third
instars raised entirely at 29°C would express the do-
minant-negative transgene. NMJs from these 29°C ani-
mals showed sharply reduced average mEPSP amplitude
and frequency compared to their stage- and size-
matched counterparts raised at 25°C (Fig. 3A, B; Table 1),
and this mEPSP amplitude decrease persisted throughout
the distribution of events (Fig. 3C, D). There was a robust
increase in quantal content at 29°C, resulting in EPSP
amplitudes that were nearly normal, but not quite at the
same level as at 25°C. Therefore, as with the earlier
experiments, PHP for dominant-negative early third instar
NMJs raised exclusively at 29°C was present, but not full
(Fig. 3A, B; Table 1). Again, as a quality-check control,
absolute mEPSP noise levels were small for both condi-
tions (Table 1), and the mEPSP size/mEPSP noise ratios
were similar to values obtained for the prior experiment
(Table 1).

Partial homeostatic potentiation is reversible
At 29°C, PHP was not full, but QC increases versus

controls were robust, still making it possible to test ho-
meostatic reversibility. We generated additional MHC-
Gal4 �� UAS-GluRIIAM/R larvae with the TubP-GAL80TS

transgene. For reversibility experiments, we chose 21°C
as a permissive GAL80TS shift temperature because 21°C
permitted multiple electrophysiological time point mea-
surements over a long recovery window (Fig. 4A).

Control (no PHP) animals raised entirely at 21°C took
�120 h after egg laying to reach the wandering third instar
stage, whereas control (PHP) animals raised entirely at
29°C took �96 h to reach the same stage (Fig. 4A). A 1-d
recovery condition was used, exposing animals to the
UAS-GluRIIAM/R challenge for �72 h (29°C) and allowing
them to recover at 21°C for 1 d before recording. We also
tested 2- and 3-d recovery conditions, rearing larvae at
29°C for �49–50 h and then swapping them to 21°C until
they reached wandering third instar stage. Because of the
length of the egg lays and small variations in developmen-
tal time, some animals reached the wandering third instar
recording stage after �2 d at 21°C, and others took closer
to 3 d (Fig. 4A).

Control MHC-Gal4 �� UAS-GluRIIAM/R larvae with
ubiquitously expressed Tubp-Gal80TS and raised at 21°C
showed neurotransmission indistinguishable from WT
control animals reared at 25°C (compare Figs. 1 and 4;
Table 1). By contrast, genetically identical control animals
raised at 29°C throughout life showed electrophysiological
phenotypes similar to dominant-negative MHC-Gal4 ��
UAS-GluRIIAM/R animals raised at 29°C (compare Figs. 1
and 4; Table 1). Compared to counterparts raised at 21°C,
animals raised at 29°C showed reduced mEPSP fre-
quency, reduced mEPSP size, slightly below-normal
EPSP amplitudes, and increased QC, indicating robust
PHP (Fig. 4B, C; Table 1).

Recovery conditions showed physiologic signatures
that corresponded with how much time was spent at
21°C. Compared to the 29°C condition, the 1-d 21°C
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recovery condition showed no significant changes in phys-
iologic properties and no reversal of PHP (Fig. 4B–E). By
contrast, the 2-d recovery condition showed intermediate
physiology. Compared to constant exposure to 21°C, the
2-d recovery condition still had diminished mEPSP ampli-
tude and frequency, but not nearly as diminished as con-

stant exposure to 29°C (Fig. 4B–E). Interestingly, the 2-d
recovery EPSP amplitudes revealed fully restored levels of
excitation, due to an offsetting QC level (Fig. 4C–E). The 3-d
recovery condition showed electrophysiology that was not
significantly different from the constant 21°C condition (Fig.
4B–E), indicating a full reversal of PHP.

Figure 4. Presynaptic homeostatic potentiation is reversible. A, Diagram of a temperature swap paradigm. Mated animals laid eggs
for a small window of 6–8 h. One set of larvae was reared entirely at 21° from egg laying to electrophysiological recording. A second
set was raised entirely at 29°C. To test for reversibility of homeostatic potentiation, additional sets were reared initially at 29°C and
then swapped to 21°C. Animals were allowed to recover for 1, 2, or 3 d before recording. B, Expression of the dominant-negative
transgene throughout life (29°C) caused a dramatic decrease in mEPSP frequency (���p � 0.001, one-way ANOVA with Tukey’s post
hoc). Frequency remained low after 1 d of recovery at 21°C, compared to baseline 21°C controls, but by 2 d of recovery, the frequency
was significantly increased compared to 29°C (���p � 0.001), but still decreased compared to 21°C controls (��p � 0.01). By 3 d of
recovery, mEPSP frequency was no different from animals raised entirely at 21°C. C, Normalized electrophysiological data for
mEPSP amplitude, EPSP amplitude, and QC for the NMJs of animals raised as described in A. Longer recovery periods yielded
electrophysiology that closely approximated the control 21°C rearing condition (all statistics: �p � 0.05, ��p � 0.01, ���p �
0.001 compared to 21°C control by one-way ANOVA with Tukey’s post hoc). D, Representative electrophysiological traces for
21°C and 29°C. E, Traces for the three recovery conditions. Scale bars for EPSPs (and mEPSPs) are 5 mV (1 mV) and 50 ms
(1000 ms) for both D and E.
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We further analyzed the aggregate data from the re-
versibility experiment. We wished to analyze reversal pa-
rameters related to recovery time. We plotted mEPSP
(Fig. 5A), EPSP (Fig. 5B) and QC (Fig. 5C) values versus
the number of hours animals spent at the recovery tem-
perature, with a specific recovery time value for each
NMJ, time-locked to the egg laying period and the record-
ing time after recovery/development at 21°C. Each plot
showed hallmarks of PHP reversal: mEPSP and EPSP
amplitudes positively correlated with time at 21°C (Fig.
5A, B), and QC values inversely correlated with time at
21°C (Fig. 5C). Consistent with the observation that PHP
was present (but not full) at 29°C, individual data points
from NMJs of animals raised entirely at 29°C showed a
wide variability of QC values (Fig. 5C). Prior studies of
homeostatic plasticity at the Drosophila NMJ have shown
that by analyzing hundreds of individual recording values,
QC inversely scales with quantal size across genotypes,
and as a result, evoked excitation levels remain stable
(Frank et al. 2006; Davis and Müller, 2015; Gaviño et al.
2015). For our temperature swap experiments—this time
conducting a comparison within a single genotype—this
also proved to be the case (Fig. 5D). Finally, we checked
whether there was a leading component to the recovery,
testing whether mEPSP and EPSP values recovered at
similar or different rates. We coplotted each parameter’s

recovery curve relative to the 21°C control values and fitted
the nonlinear curves with quadratic functions. Both param-
eters appear to recover at similar rates, with the EPSP values
reaching the 21°C baseline level first (Fig. 5E).

Full homeostatic potentiation is also reversible
Homeostatic potentiation was robust, yet partial, at the

29°C condition. We hoped to test a condition that was
both compatible with full PHP and the reversibility assay.
We attempted a new temperature swap, changing param-
eters. We reasoned that by making the environmental
challenge to the NMJ less harsh—by using a lower tem-
perature, putting forth a less severe level glutamate re-
ceptor loss, or both—we would be able to generate an
ideal full PHP reversibility test condition. For one change,
we lowered the restrictive GAL80TS-impairing tempera-
ture from 29°C to 28.5°C. Other studies using the TAR-
GET system in Drosophila have reported that 28.5°C is
somewhat effective at impairing GAL80TS function (Staley
and Irvine, 2010; Corrigan et al. 2014; Redhai et al. 2016).
Second, we replaced the MHC-Gal4 muscle driver with
the BG57-Gal4 muscle driver (Budnik et al. 1996). Finally,
we tried 25°C as the permissive condition.

We generated new sets of larvae for this swap experi-
ment: BG57-Gal4 �� UAS-GluRIIAM/R larvae with the TubP-
Gal80TS transgene. As expected, animals raised at 25°C

Figure 5. Strong correlations between recovery time and classic homeostatic parameters. Electrophysiological parameter data
plotted from the reversibility experiments detailed in Fig. 4. Animals reared for “0 hours” at 21°C are the 29°C condition; animals in
the 21°C condition were reared at that temperature for �120 h. Each data point is time-locked to the times of the relevant egg-laying
period and the recording. A, mEPSP amplitude plotted as a function of hours raised at 21°C. The data show a strong positive
correlation between the two parameters (R2 � 0.71; nonlinear fit as a quadratic equation). B, EPSP amplitude plotted as a function
of hours raised at 21°C. The data show a positive correlation between the two values (R2 � 0.28; nonlinear fit as a quadratic equation).
C, QC plotted as a function of hours raised at 21°C. The data show a negative correlation between the two values (R2 � 0.34; nonlinear
fit as a quadratic equation). D, Plots of QC versus mEPSP amplitude for each recording. Consistent with prior reports examining PHP
at the NMJ, there was a negative correlation between the two values (R2 � 0.47; nonlinear fit as a quadratic equation). E, A
comparison of quadratic fits for the mEPSP recovery curve (y � –1.835x2 � 20.38x � 45.41) versus EPSP recovery curve (y �
–2.648x2 � 18.93x � 73.18). Both parameters are plotted as a percentage of the 21°C control values, as a function of days (�
hours/24) reared at 21°C.
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throughout life (GAL80TS on) developed NMJs with electro-
physiological properties similar to other control conditions
already reported (Fig. 6A, C; Table 1). Also as expected,
animals raised at 28.5°C throughout life (GAL80TS impaired)
had significantly diminished NMJ mEPSP amplitudes (Fig.
6A; Table 1). Of note, the 28.5°C NMJs had markedly dimin-
ished mEPSP frequency (Fig. 6B), which is an indication of
successful expression of the dominant-negative GluRIIAM/R

transgene (Fig. 1). NMJs from those 28.5°C animals also
showed completely normal EPSP amplitudes because of a
full, offsetting homeostatic increase in QC (Fig. 6A, C;
Table 1). Finally, animals raised at 28.5°C until early third
instar and then swapped to 25°C for the final 2 d of larval
development showed NMJ electrophysiology indistinguish-
able from that of animals raised at 25°C throughout life,
indicating a complete reversal of PHP (Fig. 6).

Homeostatic potentiation induced by glutamate
receptor function loss is impaired at high
temperatures

UAS-GluRIIAM/R transgene-induced homeostatic po-
tentiation was robust, yet partial, at the 29°C condition.
We wondered whether PHP might specifically be impaired
at the NMJ when flies are raised at high temperatures. An
alternative idea is that a functional limit of the homeostatic
signaling system could be due to a dual combination of

factors challenging synapse function, such as high tem-
perature combined with glutamate receptor function loss.

To test this idea further, we drove the dominant-
negative transgene in the muscle, setting up crosses to
generate both MHC-Gal4 �� UAS-GluRIIAM/R and BG57-
Gal4 �� UAS-GluRIIAM/R animals, as well as driver-
specific controls. For the driver controls, quantal size was
somewhat diminished at 30°C (Fig. 7A–D; Table 1). This
was consistent with the idea that quantal size is generally
diminished at very high temperatures (Ueda and Wu,
2015), although taken together with our prior results (Fig.
1), it also seemed likely that simply driving GAL4 protein in
the muscle can cause this phenotype. Despite diminished
quantal size, evoked EPSP amplitudes were still robust for
30°C driver controls because of homeostatic increases in
QC (Fig. 7A–D; Table 1). For the dominant-negative NMJs,
there was a significant reduction in mEPSP size beyond
what was measured for the driver controls. Moreover,
evoked amplitudes were weak, diminished significantly
versus driver controls because of no significant increase
in QC versus WT controls (Fig. 7A–D; Table 1). These data
indicated that signaling processes that maintain PHP in
response to the dominant-negative transgene may break
down at high temperatures.

We were uncertain whether this high-temperature fail-
ure in PHP was due to the expression levels of the

Figure 6. Full homeostatic compensation is reversible. A, Dominant-negative animals with the Gal80TS transgene raised at 28.5°C showed
a significant decrease in mEPSP amplitude (�p � 0.05, compared to 25°C condition; one-way ANOVA with Tukey’s post hoc), accompanied
by a fully offsetting increase in QC (��p � 0.01). Reversibility of homeostatic potentiation was demonstrated by initially rearing w;
GluRIIAM/R/�; BG57-Gal4/Gal80TS animals at 28.5°C for 2 d and swapping them to 25°C for 2 d. mEPSP amplitude, EPSP amplitude, and
QC returned to control (25°C throughout life) levels. EPSP amplitudes were virtually identical across all of the conditions. B, Dominant-
negative animals raised at 28.5°C throughout life showed a significant decrease in mEPSP frequency (�p � 0.05, one-way ANOVA with
Tukey’s post hoc). In contrast, the mEPSP frequency in animals after 2 d of recovery was not significantly different from that of the animals
reared at 25°C. C, Representative electrophysiological traces. Scale bars for EPSPs (and mEPSPs) are 5 mV (1 mV) and 50 ms (1000 ms).
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Figure 7. Presynaptic homeostatic potentiation can be impaired at high temperatures. A, WT (w1118), driver controls (w;; MHC-Gal4/�), and
dominant-negative NMJs (w; UAS-GluRIIAM/R/�; MHC-Gal4/�) were compared at 30°C. For driver controls, the mEPSP amplitude
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dominant-negative glutamate receptor subunit at 30°C,
the high temperature, or a combination of both. High
temperature alone seemed unlikely, because the 30°C
driver controls also had diminished quantal size accom-
panied by robust PHP. Glutamate receptor function loss
alone also seemed unlikely, because quantal size for the
dominant-negative NMJs was not starkly diminished at
30°C compared to earlier experiments run at 25°C and
29°C (Fig. 1; Table 1).

To extend our inquiry, we examined an additional ho-
meostatic challenge to NMJ function. We raised WT and
GluRIIASP16 null deletion flies (Petersen et al. 1997) at
30°C, 31°C, and 32°C. WT NMJs showed relatively nor-
mal physiology at 30° and 31°C (Fig. 7E–H; Table 1).
Interestingly, NMJs from GluRIIASP16 deletion animals
raised at 30° and 31°C showed significant PHP, with
reduced mEPSP amplitudes and robust increases in QC
compared to WT (Fig. 7A, B; Table 1). However, we noted
that GluRIIASP16 EPSP amplitudes were reduced com-
pared to WT, meaning that the PHP was only partial
(Table 1). These GluRIIASP16 QC data (Fig. 7E, G) and the
30°C muscle-driver control QC data (Fig. 7A, C) argue
against the notion that high temperature alone completely
impairs PHP. Temperature could still be a contributing
factor.

We next raised WT and GluRIIASP16 null animals at
32°C. This extreme temperature was suboptimal for ani-
mal health. WT animals, while able to reach the third instar
stage, had poor muscle health, as measured by low input
resistance and low mEPSP amplitude compared to con-
ditions of normal rearing temperatures (Table 1). Never-
theless, 32°C WT NMJs had evoked events that were
nearly normal in size (Fig. 7I, J; Table 1). Homozygous
GluRIIASP16 larvae that survived to the wandering third
instar stage at 32°C were rare. For the 32°C GluRIIASP16

homozygotes that did survive, the NMJs showed a further
decrease in mEPSP amplitude and no PHP expression
(Fig. 7I, J; Table 1). Taken together, the electrophysiolog-
ical data are consistent with the idea that a dual chal-

lenge—glutamate receptor function loss plus extreme
high temperature—abolishes PHP.

Dual-challenged NMJs show diminished growth at
high temperatures

We asked whether synaptic growth defects might cor-
relate with PHP deficits when raising glutamate receptor–
compromised animals at high temperatures. We took
larvae raised in a subset of the high temperature condi-
tions described (Fig. 7) and immunostained NMJs with
anti-Synapsin (Syn, presynaptic vesicles) and anti-Discs
Large (Dlg, postsynaptic density) antibodies to assess
NMJ development by immunofluorescence. We quanti-
fied synaptic bouton elaboration. For dominant-negative
glutamate receptor expression under MHC-Gal4 control,
there was a sharp decrease in NMJ growth at 30°C com-
pared to the 29°C condition (Fig. 8A–C). By contrast,
BG57-Gal4–driven dominant-negative expression elicited
sharply diminished growth at both 29°C and 30°C (Fig.
8A, B).

For WT and GluRIIASP16, we collected NMJ growth data
over a range of temperatures: 21°, 29°, and 30°C. At 21°C,
growth was similar between the two genotypes (Fig. 8D,
E). At 29°C, an impairment of NMJ growth in GluRIIASP16

nulls was apparent, whereas WT NMJ growth was still relatively
normal (Fig. 8D, E). At 30°C, both WT and GluRIIASP16 nulls
showed diminished overall growth (Fig. 8D–F), with
GluRIIASP16 growth numerically (but not statistically) di-
minished. At 30°C for these genotypes, the anti-Syn stain-
ing had a tendency to appear disorganized, spreading out
over a larger area in the presynaptic bouton (Fig. 8F).
Collectively, these data are consistent with the idea that at
high temperatures under conditions of glutamate receptor
loss, PHP failure correlates with NMJ growth and devel-
opment defects. It is uncertain whether these growth
parameters are causally related to the limit in homeostatic
signaling.

continued
was significantly decreased compared to WT (���p � 0.001, one-way ANOVA with Tukey’s post hoc), but the EPSP amplitude was
only slightly smaller than normal (�p � 0.05 versus WT) because of a homeostatic increase in QC (���p � 0.001 versus WT). For
dominant-negative animals, the mEPSP amplitude was markedly decreased (���p � 0.001 versus WT; ##p � 0.01 versus driver
controls, one-way ANOVA with Tukey’s post hoc). A dramatic decrease in EPSP amplitude for the dominant-negative NMJs also
occurred (���p � 0.001 versus WT) because there was no significant change in QC (p � 0.58 versus WT), indicating a block of PHP.
B, Representative electrophysiological traces. Scale bars for EPSPs (and mEPSPs) are 5 mV (1 mV) and 50 ms (1000 ms). C, WT,
driver controls (w;; BG57-Gal4/�), and dominant-negative animals (w; UAS-GluRIIAM/R/�; BG57-Gal4/�) were compared at 30°C.
For driver controls, the mEPSP amplitude was significantly decreased compared to WT (���p � 0.001, one-way ANOVA with Tukey’s
post hoc), but the EPSP was normal because of a homeostatic increase in QC (���p � 0.001 versus WT). In contrast, for
dominant-negative animals, the mEPSP amplitude was markedly decreased (���p � 0.001 versus WT; #p � 0.01 versus driver
controls, one-way ANOVA with Tukey’s post hoc). A dramatic decrease in EPSP amplitude for the dominant-negative NMJs also
occurred (���p � 0.001 versus WT) because there was no significant change in QC (p � 0.71), indicating a block of PHP. D,
Representative electrophysiological traces. Scale bars as in B. E, GluRIIASP16 animals and WT controls were raised at 30°C. mEPSPs
were significantly decreased for GluRIIA mutants (���p � 0.001, Student’s t test). EPSP values were also decreased (���p � 0.001)
but not to the same magnitude as mEPSP amplitudes because the QC was significantly increased (��p � 0.01). F, Representative
electrophysiological traces. Scale bars as in B. G, GluRIIASP16 animals and WT controls were raised at 31°C. mEPSP and EPSP
amplitude were both significantly decreased in GluRIIASP16 animals (���p � 0.001, Student’s t test) and QC was increased (��p �
0.01). H, Representative electrophysiological traces. Scale bars as in B. I, The same genotypes were raised at 32°C. GluRIIASP16

animals showed a decrease in mEPSP and EPSP amplitude (��p � 0.01, Student’s t test), and they failed to show increase in QC (p �
0.17). J, Representative electrophysiological traces. Scale bars as in B.
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Figure 8. NMJ undergrowth correlates with glutamate receptor function loss plus high temperature. A, w; UAS-GluRIIAM/R/�;
MHC-Gal4/� and w; UAS-GluRIIAM/R/�; BG57-Gal4/� animals were raised at 29°C or 30°C and costained with anti-DLG (red) and
anti-Synapsin antibodies (green) to visualize synaptic boutons. Boutons were counted based on postsynaptic DLG staining and
double checked for presynaptic Synapsin. At abdominal segment A2 muscle 6/7, w; UAS-GluRIIAM/R/�; MHC-Gal4/� animals raised
at 30°C showed a significant decrease in bouton number compared to genetically identical counterparts raised at 29°C (���p � 0.001,
Student’s t test). w; UAS-GluRIIAM/R/�; BG57-Gal4/� animals raised at 30°C showed only a slight decrease in bouton number
compared to counterparts at 29°C (�p � 0.05), although in this case, the 29°C NMJs already showed stunted growth. B, Boutons were
also quantified at synapse A3 6/7. w; UAS-GluRIIAM/R/�; MHC-Gal4/� animals raised at 30°C showed a significant decrease in
bouton number compared to counterparts raised at 29°C (���p � 0.001). There was no significant difference between 29°C and 30°C
for w; UAS-GluRIIAM/R/�; BG57-Gal4/� animals; again, both conditions for this genotype showed severely stunted NMJ elaboration.
C, Representative NMJ images of synapse A2 6/7 for w; GluRIIAM/R/�; MHC-Gal4/� animals raised at 29°C and 30°C. Scale bar, 10
�m. D, WT and GluRIIASP16 animals were raised at 21°C, 29°C, or 30°C and stained with anti-DLG (red) and anti-Synapsin (green).
At 29°C, GluRIIASP16 animals showed a significant decrease in bouton number compared to 29°C WT controls (���p � 0.001,
one-way ANOVA with Tukey’s post hoc). Additionally, WT NMJs raised at 30°C showed decreased growth compared to WT
counterparts raised at 21°C (###p � 0.001). E, DLG boutons were quantified at abdominal segment 3 for the same genotypes.
GluRIIASP16 NMJs at 29°C showed a decrease in bouton number compared to WT at the same temperature (�p � 0.05). Additionally,
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Discussion
For the Drosophila NMJ, homeostatic potentiation is a

robust and sensitive process. One assumption supported
by all available data is that the larval NMJ is capable of
modulating its vesicle release at any time point during
development, in accordance with the presence or ab-
sence of a homeostatic challenge to synapse function.
Rapid, acute induction of homeostatic signaling has been
demonstrated at the Drosophila NMJ by application of
PhTox to impair the glutamate receptors (Frank et al.
2006), but the reversibility of this particular modulation (or
any other modulation at the Drosophila NMJ) had not
been studied. More generally, it is not clear what happens
in metazoan nervous systems when strong perturbations
that induce homeostatic signaling are introduced for long
periods of developmental time and then later removed.

We present evidence that PHP at the Drosophila neu-
romuscular synapse is a reversible process. In doing so,
we confirm prior findings showing that there is a tight
inverse relationship between quantal amplitude and QC at
the NMJ (Fig. 5). We complement those findings with the
results of temperature shift experiments. We find that PHP
is measurable at an early stage of larval development (Fig.
3) and can be erased over a matter of days (Figs. 4–6).
Interestingly, at high temperatures, PHP induced by im-
pairing glutamate receptor function either fails or falls
short of full compensation (Figs. 1, 3, 4, 7). This failure
appears to correlate with impaired NMJ growth in the
same animals (Fig. 8).

Why is reversibility slow after dominant-negative
GluRIIAM/R removal?

There was a robust expression of PHP for NMJs of
MHC-Gal4 �� UAS-GluRIIAM/R larvae with the TubP-
Gal80TS transgene raised at 29°C for 48 h after egg-laying
(Fig. 3). Once the expression of the dominant-negative
UAS-GluRIIAM/R transgene was halted, this expression of
PHP was erased over a slow 48- to 72-h period (Fig. 4).

If PHP is a readily reversible homeostatic process, why
is there a days-long time lag to reverse it? Our data likely
reflect a constraint of the dominant-negative GluRIIAM/R

experimental perturbation, rather than the NMJ’s capacity
to respond quickly to the changed environment. In a prior
study, researchers expressed functional, tagged GluRIIA
transgenic subunits at the NMJ and performed fluores-
cence recovery after photobleaching (FRAP) experiments
(Rasse et al. 2005). Those experiments demonstrated that
receptor turnover rates at the Drosophila NMJ are ex-
tremely slow: it appears that once postsynaptic densities
(PSDs) reach a critical size, GluRIIA subunits are stably
incorporated (Rasse et al. 2005). For our study, this likely
means that the temperature downshifts in the reversibility
experiments (Figs. 4 and 6) represented an opportunity for
the NMJ to incorporate endogenous WT GluRIIA into a
significant number of new PSDs while it continued to grow

(Rasse et al. 2005; Schmid et al. 2006, 2008). Given
sufficient growth, the endogenously expressed GluRIIA
would gradually overcome the previously incorporated
dominant-negative GluRIIAM/R subunits. This would re-
store electrophysiological parameters to normal levels,
which is consistent with our data.

Reversibility of rapid and sustained forms of
homeostatic plasticity

The majority of recent studies about synaptic homeo-
stasis at the Drosophila NMJ have emphasized that
presynaptic adjustments to neurotransmitter release
properties must occur within minutes of drug-induced
(PhTox) postsynaptic receptor inhibition to induce a rapid
and offsetting response to PhTox challenge. Some impor-
tant parameters uncovered through these studies include
regulation of presynaptic Ca2� influx (Frank et al. 2006,
2009; Müller and Davis, 2012; Younger et al. 2013; Wang
et al. 2014, 2016a); regulation of the size of the readily
releasable pool (RRP) of presynaptic vesicles (Weyhers-
müller et al. 2011; Harris et al. 2015; Müller et al. 2015,
2012; Wang et al. 2016a); control of presynaptic SNARE-
mediated fusion events (Dickman and Davis, 2009; Müller
et al. 2011; Dickman et al. 2012); control of neuronal
excitability (Bergquist et al. 2010; Younger et al. 2013;
Parrish et al. 2014; Orr et al. 2017b); and recently, impli-
cation of endoplasmic reticulum calcium-sensing activi-
ties (Genç et al. 2017; Kikuma et al. 2017); presynaptic
glutamate receptor activity (Kiragasi et al. 2017); and
finally, identification of a retrograde, trans-synaptic sig-
naling system governed by the Semaphorin 2b ligand and
the Plexin B receptor (Orr et al. 2017a).

For almost all of the cases in which a mutation or an
experimental condition blocks the short-term induction of
homeostatic signaling, the same perturbation has also
been shown to block its long-term maintenance. Interest-
ingly, however, the converse is not true. Additional studies
have shown that the long-term consolidation (or expres-
sion) of homeostatic signaling at the NMJ can be genet-
ically uncoupled from its induction. Select molecules
seem to be dedicated to a long-term maintenance pro-
gram that involves protein translation and signaling pro-
cesses in both the neuron and the muscle (Frank et al.
2009; Marie et al. 2010; Penney et al. 2012; Brusich et al.
2015; Kauwe et al. 2016; Spring et al. 2016). Recent data
suggest that such long-term processes may take 6 h or
more to take full effect (Kauwe et al. 2016).

As more molecular details about HSP are elucidated, it
will be interesting to test whether the rapid induction and
sustained consolidation of PHP can be reversed by similar
or separate mechanisms, and what the time courses of
those reversal mechanisms are. At the mouse NMJ, re-
versibility was recently demonstrated pharmacologically.
D-Tubocurarine was applied at a subblocking concentra-
tion to impair postsynaptic acetylcholine receptors. Within

continued
WT NMJs raised at 29°C (##p � 0.01) and 30°C (###p � 0.001) showed decreased growth compared to the 21°C condition. F,
Representative images of synapse A2 6/7 WT and GluRIIASP16 NMJs at 30°C, showing few boutons and a disorganized anti-Synapsin
pattern. Scale bar, 10 �m.
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seconds of drug application, QC increased—and then
within seconds of drug washout, it decreased again
(Wang et al. 2016b). Follow-up experiments suggested
that those rapid, dynamic changes in PHP dynamics at
the mouse NMJ were mediated by a calcium-dependent
increase in the size of the RRP of presynaptic vesicles
(Wang et al. 2016b). Because there seem to be several
similarities between the mouse NMJ and the Drosophila
NMJ (Frank, 2014; Davis and Müller, 2015), it is possible
that PHP at the insect NMJ can also be rapidly reversed.

It is instructive to consider mammalian synaptic prep-
arations and study how homeostatic forms of synaptic
plasticity are turned on and off. Groundbreaking work on
cultured excitatory vertebrate synapses showed that in
response to activity deprivation (or promotion), synapses
employ scaling mechanisms by adding (or subtracting)
AMPA-type glutamate receptors to counteract the pertur-
bation (O’Brien et al. 1998; Turrigiano et al. 1998). Bidi-
rectional scaling suggested that reversible mechanisms
likely dictate homeostatic scaling processes. Comple-
mentary studies testing scaling reversibility have borne
out this prediction (Rutherford et al. 1997; Swanwick et al.
2006; Wang et al. 2011). Additionally, evidence for revers-
ible forms of homeostatic scaling have been found in
rodent sensory systems, such as auditory synapses after
hearing deprivation (and restoration to reverse; Whiting
et al. 2009) and in the visual cortex after light deprivation
(and restoration to reverse; Goel and Lee, 2007). Collec-
tively, the vertebrate and invertebrate studies support the
notion that reversible fine-tuning is an efficient strategy
used to stabilize activities in metazoan nervous systems.
One advantage offered by the Drosophila system is a
genetic toolkit to uncover possible reversibility factors.

Partial or failed homeostatic signaling at high
temperatures

Are there environmental limitations for homeostatic po-
tentiation at the Drosophila NMJ? Clearly there are. Our
data suggest that a combination of high temperature
(30°C–32°C) plus impaired glutamate receptor function
can severely limit the NMJ’s ability to compensate for
reduced neurotransmitter sensitivity. High temperature
alone does not seem to be a severe enough restriction to
impair PHP, because Gal4 driver controls at 30°C have
somewhat reduced quantal size, but a fully (or nearly fully)
offsetting increase in QC (Fig. 7A–D). Likewise, reduced
glutamate receptor function alone does not appear to be
a sufficient barrier to impair PHP. For example, quantal
size is severely diminished when the dominant negative
UAS-GluRIIAM/R transgene is expressed at 25°C, but PHP
is nevertheless intact (Fig. 1A).

It is not clear what the molecular or anatomic basis of
this limit on PHP is. We do know that it is not an issue of
NMJ excitation at high temperatures, because evoked
neurotransmission for WT (or driver control) NMJs re-
mains remarkably robust over a range of temperatures,
including 30°C (Table 1). Nor does it seem to be an
elimination of PHP in general, because PHP was still
present in the case of GluRIIASP16 animals raised at 30°C
(Fig. 6; Table 1), revealing a distinction between the null

GluRIIA condition and the dominant-negative GluRIIA
condition. The limitation seems to be on homeostatic
signaling that supports PHP at high temperatures in the
face of the dominant-negative transgene expression.

Temperature effects on neurophysiology are well doc-
umented. Recent work in crustaceans demonstrates that
robust and reliable circuits such as the neurons driving the
rhythmicity stomatogastric nervous system can fail under
extreme temperature challenges (Tang et al. 2012; Rin-
berg et al. 2013; Marder et al. 2015). For the Drosophila
NMJ, prior studies of larval development documented a
significant enhancement of synaptic arborization when
larvae were raised at higher temperatures (Sigrist et al.
2003; Zhong and Wu, 2004). Additional studies have
shown that NMJ growth plasticity can be additionally
affected by mutations that affect neuronal excitability
(Budnik et al. 1990; Zhong et al. 1992; Lee and Wu, 2010).
Given the backdrop of these data, it is not unreasonable
to hypothesize that the tolerable limits of synaptic activity
challenge could be different at different temperatures.

For our experiments, 29°C–32°C represents a potential
failure zone for homeostatic potentiation at the Drosophila
NMJ. We must note that our data suggest that the coping
capacity of the NMJ is dependent on genotype. WT NMJs
cope at all temperatures. By contrast, for dominant-
negative GluRIIA-expressing NMJs, 29°C is a point at
which PHP becomes partial (Figs. 1 and 2), and 30°C is a
point at which it fails (Fig. 6). For GluRIIASP16 subunit
deletion NMJs, there is robust, but partial PHP at 30°C
(Fig. 7), not unlike the compensation seen for the
dominant-negatives at 29°C. GluRIIASP16 NMJs fail to
execute PHP only when temperature is pushed to an
extreme range, such as 32°C. Why do these differences
persist? It is not clear. The answer could relate to the
well-documented temperature-induced alterations in
NMJ growth, or alternatively, a limited availability of syn-
aptic factors that are needed to cope with a double
challenge of high temperature and particular impairment
of glutamate receptor function. Future molecular and
physiologic work will be needed to unravel those possi-
bilities in the contexts of different genetic backgrounds
and culturing conditions.
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